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ABSTRACT 

In a large number of exploration problems, it is valied to 
assume a geoIogical structure which is related to dike model. 
The evaluation of the dike paramerers from the gravity and 
magnetic anomalies were carried out by studying the behaviour 
of the fdter operator of the horizontal and vertical gradients as 
well as Duranmy. PowelI and Kodomzine methods. The dip 
angle, width, density contrast and susceptibility contrasts of the 
interperted buried dike bodies as well as the depths to their upper 
and lower shoulders were determined. 

The anomalies along thirty two gravity profiles were 
interpreted, as a dikes. The dipangle (a) of these dikes measured 
clockwise from (x) axis ranging from 90' to 30'. ,. The density 
contrast vary from 0.155 to 0.36 gm / cm' while the 
susceptibility ranges from 0.00043 to 0.0064~ SL The depths 
to the top range from 1.41 to 3.70 Km. and the depth to the 
bottom ranges from 2.35 to 5.98 Km. while their width ranges 
from 1.10 to 2.98 Km. 

Also, the statisticd analysis reveaies that there are two 
major trends to the intrusion activities, namely N-W and WE 
that are parallel to the direction of the Suez trend and the Qattara 
trend, respectively. 

INTRODUCTION 

The determination of the buried dike-like body parameters from its gravity 

and magnetic effects amacted the attention of many authors. This was achieved by 

using : - 1-some characteristic points on the anomaly profile (Heiland, 1940 & 

1943; Jung, 1948 & 1953 & 1961); his yields uncomplete and unaccurate values 
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for the parameters. 2- The curve matching techniques using a least square 

formulation (Hjelt, 1973 & 1975), this is ambiguous as long as the depth and 1 or 
the density contrasts are not known at first. 3- The spectral analysis of the 

potential effect of the buried dikes (Sharma et. al., 1970; Sengupta & Das, 1977; 

Bhimasankram et. al., 1977; and Nielsen & Pedersen, 1978), but the re- 

extraction of the dike parameters from spectral functions of the finite length g-avity 

and magnetic profiles is not sufficiently accurate for different reasons (Regan & 

Hinze, 1977; Rao et. al., 1978; and Nielsen & Federsen, 1978). C a  complet 

analysis of the field profiles (Duranmy a. al., 1963; Powell, 1966; Koulomzine 

et. aL, 1970; Atchuta er. aL, (1981). 5- horizontal and vertical gradients using 

Hilbert-Transforq (Nabighian, 1974; Abdel Rahman, 1983 & 1984; Ponna, 

1985 and Abdel All, 1988). 

The present study deals with precise calculation of the dike parameters from 

its gravity and magnetic gradients, the modulus of the analytical signal fields, the 

modified gradients, theirbehaviour of the filter operator with different dip angles as 

well as Duranmy (1963). Powell (1966) and Koulomzine (1970) methods. 

Some statistical representation was carried out for the detection of the 

direction and magnitude of the geotectonic force causing or affecting the interpreted 

dike-like structures. 

QUANTITATIVE INTERPRETATION TECHNIQUES 

. The quantitative inteptarion problem of gravity and magnetic data consisn 

essentially in determining atl varying parameters such as dips, widths, density 

conuast susceptibility contrast and depths to top and bottom faces of buried 

causative bodies. In the study area, the most suitable methods applied were : 

A) Hilbert Transform Techniques : 

The selected prohles on the p-vity and magnetic maps, Fig. (5) were raken 

perpendicular to the strikes of the anomalies. The horizontal gradients were 

computed by direct differentiation of the observed gravity and magnetic anomaly 

profiles. The vertical gradienrs wer computed by using Hilbert uansform 

techniques according to the relation : 
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%ere : - e 

gx (x) is the horizontal gadient of @iy or nape ic  anamaly. 

(x) is the vertical yadienr of gravity or m a p e k  anamaly. 
5 

32 

, moddus analytical signal of these yadients were calidated according to + 

the relation. 

The functions of S (x) were caldated by dividing each value of (XI aloni X i 

the pmfi by me corresponding one on me profie of the modules of me analytical 

[A (x)] as : - 

.... s (XI = gx (x) 1 [A (x)] 

and the function C (x) calculated by the same manner as : - 
- 

a -- .,- .............................. . c (XI = gz (XI / [A (41 (4) 1 

Where the S (x) has one vanshing point along the traverse. This function wheh - 

plotted versus C (x) shows a circular shape. The intersection of this circle with S - 
(x) gives the location of the point at which S (x) equal to sin (x), so the dip angld 

(=) can be calculated (Abded - Rahman 1984). Figs. (7C, 8C, 9C, 10C, ). 

The density contrast (I) can be calcidated using the function Q (x) in the 
- ". 

following equations' : - 

............................. = [A (x)] / 2G, sin (=I. Q (XI (5 )  

Where: 

Q(x)=kn(Y4.Y 11 Y 3 . Y 2 ) 2 i ( ~ 4 - ~ 2 - ~ ? + ~ l ) ] 1 ' 2  ......... (6) 

.183 



Where : 

Y 1, I' 2, Y 3, Y 4 are the distances to the comers of the dike. 

W 1, Y 2, W ? ,  y \Y me the angles between the corrosponding (T ) and the 

X-axis measured in clockwise direction Fig. (2) 

The amplitude function of the amlyrical signal of the second derivative of the 

gr2vity gradients shows four spikes for the position of the buried comers Figs. 

E, 8E, 9E, 10E). The value c.? %.-I) conmbition h a i o n  at the mid-point of 

the top and bottom of the dike (Yi & Xi) reduces LO Ln (I2 / Y1) and Ln (r4. Y3) 

respectively. Consequently it can be locate the top and bottom of the dike 

according to the following equarions : - 

oi = I / tan = 

Where 

t is the depth to top of the dike. 

T is the depth to bottom of rhe dike. 

= is the dip angle of the dike. 

ni is the distance between the point (i) and the x-coordinate of the upper 

comer. 

oi is the distance between the point (a) and the x-coordinate of the 

lower comers, Figs. (732, 8E, 9E, 10E). 

Iathe case of vertical dikes, it is characterized by both symmemcal vemcal 

gradient and symmemcal amplimde'function of the anaijtical signal about the 

oriah where the dip angle equal to 90". 

All the evaluating parameters of the dip angle, density conaast, the depths ro 
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top (t) and bottom O have been processed through a computer porgram, which 

include the whole sequences of graphical and computional relations. 

In the area unde3study; Fig (1); the Bouguer anomalies, Fig (3), was 

analysed. A total of (118) tectonic structures were traced; Fig, (4). A gravity 

profiles were taken in a perpendicular direction to these strucures. The horizontal 

and vertical gradients of each profile were calculated and poltted versus each 

other. A to& of (32) buried dikes were identified, Fig. (5). They were indicated 

by an ellipsoidal relation fi,oures, where their long axes inakes an angle with the g2 

(x) axes equal to the dip angle of the dike plane while the normalized gradients, 

when plotted one against other, give a circular shape for the dikes with any dip 

angle; Figs. (7B, 8B, 93, 103). At themme location of the gravity interpreted 

dikes; a profiles were taken on the magnetic map Fig. (6). Twinty eight profiles 

from thirty two were interpreted as dike structures. The dip angles are directly 

computed and plorted Accordingly, twinty one of these dikes were identified as 

inclined dikes, and eleven as vertical dikes. Concequently the depths to the upper 

and lower surfaces as well as the densiry contrast with the surrounding rocks were 

calculated. Table (1) represents all the calculated parameters. Figs. (7, 8, 9, 

10) show plots of the different steps of the evaluting procedure along profiles 

B) Koulomzine er, al., (1970) method : - 
For the direct interpretation of the magnetic anomalies caused by inclined 

dikes of infinite lingth, where the field profiles is decomposed into its symmenical 

and antisymmemcal components, which are analysed seperatly. 

The determination of the depth and width of these inclind dikes deponds on 

the position of their centers, which can be obtained from the graphical, 

computational, and the slope techniques of Lamontape (1970); Fig. (1 1). 

Koulomzine el. al., (1970) gave the following formulae for the 

determination of the depth and width of the dike smctmes. 

Depth (h). = xl, 2. [(c12 - I) / 21 

.............................. ( 8 )  
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2 11 2 Width 0 = 2xIl 2. [4 - (c12 - 1) ) ) / 21 

Where ( C1 ), being a quotient, is scalar and is independent of any 

measurement units, and equal XI/ / X3/ ; where Yl1 and X3/ are the 

distances between the point of the half and three-quarters maximum values of the 

symmetrical components. 

or. 

width (w) = 2xe. [4u2 - (1 - m4 2, i 2 XJ-~ ..-.................-.... is> 

where W> Deing a uuarient ic scalar and is independmi of m y  measurement 

&its. and quid X,, uT X,, ,. X, and X,; -, are h e  maxhum_ ad half values ~f - 

The location of the centers (X - 0) of the profiles hme b=en established by 

L?P Laaontagne method (1970'~ md Powell's method (1966). Fig. (1 1). Then 

fie parameters of aL1 interpreted dykes dong (21) profiles are represented in 

Takl ( l j  

C) PoweII's method (1966) : 

This method determines the minimum adjustment needed to give an observed 

profile that symmeny shown by all model dike, and vertical fault-step, anomalies. 

In this method the profile can be resolved into its odd and even components. It 

was applied to the previously interpreted profiles and the results are represented in 

Table (I), and Fig. (12). 

D) Durantny et. aL, (1963) method : -. 
It was introduced by ~ u r & t y  and M.Karsin (1963) using the two 

components Z (vertical) and h (horizontal) of the earth's magnetic field. Further 

development was made by El-Diasty (1969) using the totd force T. 
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The inethod satisfies the general case of a dyke which is magnetically 

homogeneous and po1;rrized in any direction. To apply this method the 

- symmetrical curve along profdes was computed md the aaximun magnetic 

intensity value (Y max) vas determined. if Y2 was the abscissa of the point with 

the vahe of Y = I /  4 max, aid Y l  was the adscissa of the point with value of Y 
- ' 

Ymax, the depth (h) and width (2h) of this dike can be computed £ram the -i/ 2 

following q~a t ions  : - 

According to Diascy (1959) an apporximarion value of the susceptibility 

consi-.zisr 'between the rock body and the urro'mcling rwks (taking no account of 

remerit  zaagaetization) can be calculated as follows : - 

The anmaly for a hemispherical body = 2 II Y 

..................... hence 2 I I Y = A T ( 1 8 0 /  0 )  (8) 

where 

@ is the space angle of the body and Y = A KZo ; and Zo represents the 

vertical component of the earth's magnetic field, A R is the susceptibility contrast, 

then 2 I1 A KZo = A T (180 / (3) Knowing b and h then the space angle (@) of 

t!ae body = 2 arcran b / h (El-Diasty 1969). 

According to Ahmed ez. af., (198O), the vertical component of the earth's 

magnetic field (Zo) in the study area is 39000 net Then A K = (A T (1801 0) / 

(2 It 2,) where A T = I/  2 A Tmax. The parameters of the interpreted dykes 

dong the magnetic profiles are represenred in Table (1) and Fig. (13). 

E) Statistical Analysis. 

The mnd analysis of the interpreted anomalies was carried out. The major 

trends of the evaluated dikes are represented in Table (2). They are represented 

graphically, as shown in Fig. (14), to give rise the relationship between the 
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rider of tbe mjor  t p , ~ &  and ttki depths. 

RESULTS 

The a~plicadon of the above methods to the selected profdes of the gravity 

and maps ic  maps of the area under study lead to the f o l l o ~ i ~ g  : - 

2 - T?e dip angle of the inched  Ckes range between 30" and 69", 87, 

zhe dens;? coziras; bemeen the &kcs 2nd the swouiding rocks range between 

3 1.55 and 0.36 &gn/ b̂ iil while the susceptibility contrasr range between 0.00043 

and 0.00648 SL The depths to rheir upper shoulders r a g e  beiween 1.41 and3.70 

Km. while the depths to lower shoulders range between 2.35 and 5.98 Km. The 

width of the dikes range between 1.10 and 2.98 Kin. 

3 - The statistical analysis reveals that there are two major trends of 

intrusion, namely, N-E and N-W that are parallel to the directions of the Suez 

trend and the Qanar;i trend respectively. 

4 - It can be seen from Fig. (14) thathe depth of the maximum number of 

anomalies re+msenring the N-E trend is less deeper than that representing the N- 

W trend This leads to the conclusion that the tectonic phase, ,which was 

responsible for the formation of the N-W sauctural trend is older than that which 

was responsible for the formation of the structural pattern having the N-E trend. 

Such tec to~c phases q e  probabaly due to the rejuvenation of the tectonic acrivities 

occuring in the he- Cambrian. 
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Table (1): The hterpretd dike pamaecers of the -mvity profiles, 

Parameten czlcnlated using AmpIitude Funciion of the 
Analytical Signal /A (x)/ 

Prof3 Type of 
No. Die Diphg le  Dansity '?I Depth Depth to Width 

Contrasr Contribution to Top Bottcm cf Dike 

G (I) Vextical 90.000 0.331 8.432 3.50 5.63 2.30 
G (2) Inclined 35.290 0.260 - 11.653 2.53 3.75 2.76 
G (3) Vertical 90.000 0.236 - 10.090 2.50 ' 4.98 1.80 
G (4) Inclined 46.010 0.251 5.472 2.37 3.94 1.70 
G(5) Inclined 31.180 0.333 7.111 2.15 3.50 1.14 
G (6) t 'dca!  -90.000 0.262 6.215 2.14 3.13 1.34 
G (7) Vertical . .90.000 0.242 5.516 1.88 3.31 1.72 
G (8) Inclined 48.191 0.218 8.321 1.91 2.18 1.83 
G(9) Inclined 30.000 0.250 13.637 1.74 3.75 1.90 
G (10) k c k e d  35.080 0.310 - 1'3.211 1.96 2.85 1.81 
G(11) Jnclined 38.916 0.281 8.535 1.51 2.44 1.55 
G (12) Inclined 48.631. 0.262 7.384 2.10 4.62 1.88 
G (13) Inclined 57.213 0.238 6.814 2.16 3.10 2.01 
C- (141 Y'Jera? 90.030 0.249 9.250 2.41 5.35 2-51 
G (15) Verrical 90.000 0.250 6.143 3.88 5.75 2.11 
G (16) Inclined 65.213 0.230 7.190 2.95 3.81 1.55 
G (17) Inclined 57.31 1 0.252 6.511 2.88 3.64 1.80 
G(18)Verdcal 90.000 0.144 10.917 1.70 2.31 1.24 
G (191 Vertical 90.000 0.244 8.332 1.86 4.54 2.90 
G (20) Inclined 44.180 0.255 7.981 2.43 3.11 2.61 
G (21) Vdcal 90.098 0.256 8.292 2.83 4.15 2.11 
G (22) Vertical 90.000 0.225 7.783 1.90 4.52 1.52 
G (23) Inched 38.661 0.228 8.152 1.73 2.30 1.26 
G (24) Inched. 45.868 0.236 8.663 1.81 2.43 1.66 
G ( 2 3  Inclined 21.917 0.261 7.525 2.10 3.18 2.21 
G (26  Inclined 50.331 0.256 9.175 3.1 1 3.97 i.33 
G (27) Verrical 90.060 0.355 lQ.055 1.14 4.40 2.57 
G (28) hclined 37.271 0.248 4.818 1.56' 2.71 1.23 
G (29) Inclined . .34.382 0.261 8.141 2.31 3.16 1.64 
G (30) Inclined 43.501 0.276 6.507 2.83 5.78 2.04 
G (31) Inclined 477.167 0.155 6.186 2.85 5.63 2.76 
G(323 Inclined 53.816 0.215 7.213 2.51 3.68 1.66 



Table (2): The interpretd dike parmews of the n~agi~e~ic profiles. 

lnterprcted parameters of Ihc Ijikes Using Interpreled parameters of [he Dikes Using 
-- 

AmplitudeFonction of Analyticai Signz~l /A  (x)/ Powell's Method Dumtny Mehod Koulomzine Method 
Ptofil Typeof -- 
No. Dike Dip Antlo Density y Dcph D-ptli to Widlll Depth Width Deplh W~dlh The Space Sucep. Depfll Width Dip 

Contrast Conuibution to Top Bd~orn of Dike lo Top to Top angle Conlrui to Top dDike Angle 

M(1) Vwical 90.000 0.234 6.321 8.70 5.85 2.40 3.41 2.25 3.25 2.21 37.556 .00320 -- - -- -- 
M(2) Inclined,35.290 0.361 3.080 2.80 3.38 2.88 2.48 2.19 2.66 2.33 49.098 .00276 2.60 2.31 38.15 
M(3) V d ~ a l  90.000 0.322 9.321 2.65 5.25 1.90 2.45 1.71 2.33 1.58 37.459 ,00132 -- -- -- 
M(4) Inclined 47.167 0.155 6.186 2.85 5.83 2.76 2.30 1.65 2.21 1.54 38.418 .00257 2.28 1.66 48.80 
Id(5) Inclined 31.180 0.213 6.181 2.18 3.75 1.18 2.18 1.10 2.01 1.13 28.742 .00215 2.13 1.11 37.11 
M(6) ycxtical 90.000 0.252 8.316 2.16 3.60 1.45 2.09 1.28 1.96 1.23 34.841 .00319 -- -- -- 
EA(7) Vertical 90.000 0.324 7.134 1.95 3.83 1.81 1.75 1.69 1.68 1.65 52.308 .00118 -- -- -- 
M (8) Inclined 48.191 0.331 4.611 1.99 2.39 1.84 1.88 1.75 1.75 1.71 52.077 .00118 1.71 1.80 51.33 
M(9) Inclined 30.000 0.260 0.384 1.83 3.88 1.99 1.78 1.81 1.61 1.76 57.320 .00108 1.59 1.88 36.18 
1.6 (10) Inclined 35.080 0.220 9.643 2.01 2.91 1.91 1.88 1.73 1.81 1.62 48.218 .00128 1.91 1.78 38.31 
Icl(l1) Inclined 38.916 0.353 9.717 1.68 '2.62 1.73 1.78 1.55 1.44,1.53 55.950 ,00220 1.39 1.60 42.16 
M(12) Inclinul 48.631 0.322 8.432 2.17 ,-1.98 1.96 2.09 1.79 1.96 1.76 48.358 ,00255 2.02 1.81 51.86 

: M(13)Inclhed 57.213 0.341 8.416 2.23 3.44 2.15 2.10 1.98 1.98 1.91 51.490 ,00241 2.00 i.89 60.76 
i M(14) Vrrti~al 90.000 0.323 9.150 2.01 5.72 2.45 2.51 2.10 2.37 2.02 46.163 ,00134 -- -- -- 
: A V i  90.000 0.351 8.231 5 5.93 2.22 3.80 2.01 3.71 1.94 29.304 .00211 -- -- -- 

)A (16) Inclined 65.213 0.338 6.240 ' Ti6 : 9  1.63 2.86 1.48 2.81 1.41 28.168 ,00263 2.88 ' 1.49 69.87 
M (17) Inclined 57-31 1 0.268 7.151 I j.86 1.92 2.78 1.77 2.73 1.75 35.542 .00208 2.81 1.73 62.80 
M (18) Valical 90.000 0.264 1.181 1.41 2.64 1.31 1.83 1.35 1.57 1.12 39.261 .00252 -- -- -- - M(19) Vdcal 90.000 0.341 9.441 I 4.73 2 . 3  179 2.81 1.63 2.70 79.264 .00125 -- -- -- 
M(20)-Inclined 44.180 0.352. 8.776 2.60 3.32 '2.73 2.50 2.66 2.31 2.51 57.029 ,00043 2.38 2.56 48.13 
M(21)Vcaiwl 90.000 0.365 6.541 ?..91 4.19 2.21 2.79 2.02 2.71 1.96 39.762 .OW93 -- -- -- .-, M (22) Vertical 90.000 0.255 - '1.783 1.90 4.42 2.15 1.86 1.43 1.65 1.30 45.387 .00544 -- -- -- 

QI M (23) Inclined 38.661 0,221 7.321 1.88 2.43 1.31 1.68 1.24 l.61 1.10 37.721 .00327 1.64 1.10 42.14 
M(24)Vmical 90.000 0.351 1.121 1.16 4.55 2.60 1 . I  1 2.41 1.05 2.30 95.205 .00648 - -  -- -- 
M(25) l~iclincd 37.271 0.281 , 5 8 9  1.68 1.07 1.30 1.48 1.18 1.40 1.11 43.219 ,00142 1.44 1.10 43.10 
M (26) Inclined 34.382 0.268 9.315 2.45 3.25 1.71 2.21 1.58 2.10 1.53 40.031 ,00154 2.25 1.54 45.81 
M(27) Inclined 43.501 0.255 8.661 2.96 5.98 2.15 2.88 2.11 2.71 1.98 40.135 ,00307 2.75 1.99 49.16 

' M(28) hiclined 47.167 0.210 7.818 2.98 5.77 2.83 2.91 2.80 2.72 2.66 52.114 .00236 2.j7 2.68 51.54 
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Fig. (12): Interpret;?tion of dike geometry fiom even coqonent of a djusred profilcs 
"M4" and "M27". 

Fig. (13): Analysis of the magnetic anorngy carve "M4" 
and "M27". 

Fig. (14): Relation bemeen No. of anomalies of the rnzjer 
trends of the interpreted dikes and their depths. 

-.-- 

Direction of the mjor  ~ - ~ a d  Number of anomalies 

N - W  
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Fig. (1) : Lxaion.map of the study 
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, (2) The graviiy effect of ' te dike and its geomeay model' 
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Fig.- (4) : Tectonic panern d&ved from bouguer gravity map 
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plG.(S):TOTAL HAGHEIIC INTENSITY HAP OF THE AREA UNDER STUDY - 
(AFTER G.P.C.19861 - 
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fi . (8) : (A) The gpvig effect along profilsM(4), @) Wam'.?'s.types, (6 aip angle d e m a f l o n ,  @&E) Interpreted parameter of Inched ddce 
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Fig. (11 A) : bcatioa of tlte of ,nu nM4,, 
Fig. (1 1 B) : Sepcrution or tl~c mugretic ~rofilc " ~ 4 "  intq iis 

using Iamonragnc, referred by koulornzire4et. a[., 'rymetricul aqd antisy~metricul compomcnts 
(1970). , used to intc~ret ttie geometry of lllc magoetic 

dills. (Applymg koulomzine, et.. al., Method, 
(1970). 
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Fig. (14) : Relation benveen no. of anomalies of the major 
.trends of the interpreted dikes and their depths. 
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Fig. (13) : Analysis of the magretic anomaly curve "M4" and "MZ7" 
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